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        is for Expression – it’s how we let our feelings out

No matter if we talk or sing, or even if we SHOUT!

We all have feelings deep inside we really must express

So build, or draw, or write or SING! there’s no need to impress.
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        is for Expression – it’s how we let our feelings out

No matter if we talk or sing, or even if we SHOUT!

We all have feelings deep inside we really must express

So build, or draw, or write or SING! there’s no need to impress.
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      riendship’s like a secret we can share with just one other

Like the chance to pick out a new sister or new brother

Except that you get to choose them and they get to choose you

And you’ll fight for each other, no matter what you’re going through.
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      riendship’s like a secret we can share with just one other

Like the chance to pick out a new sister or new brother

Except that you get to choose them and they get to choose you

And you’ll fight for each other, no matter what you’re going through.
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         is for Race – it’s nothing but your skin, your hair, your face

It isn’t who you are inside, but still can’t be erased;

So get to know your friends and foes for who they really are 

Look past their surface deep inside and it will take you far
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         is for Race – it’s nothing but your skin, your hair, your face

It isn’t who you are inside, but still can’t be erased;

So get to know your friends and foes for who they really are 

Look past their surface deep inside and it will take you far
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